PointClickCare EHR Advantage™ allows providers to extend their EHR system to streamline business processes across their operations. Using Point of Care (POC), integrated pharmacy, and marketing automation, organizations can maximize revenue, optimize care delivery, and centralize process and compliance.

Core Features
- ADT
- Resident/Census Management
- Billing & Accounts Receivable
- MDS & Automated Submissions
- Integrated Care Plans
- Diagnosis Management

Enhanced Features
- Collections and Trust Accounts
- User Defined Assessments
- Progress Notes
- Physician's Orders
- eMAR (non-integrated)
- Dashboards
- Weights and Vitals
- Enterprise Management
- Immunization

Optimization Features
- Point of Care, Kiosk Edition
- Risk Management
- Marketing & Intake Management

The path to operational excellence.
PointClickCare EHR Advantage™ enables mid-sized and large providers to generate significant business value:

Maximize Revenues: PointClickCare EHR Advantage™ offers specific functionality to capture resident ADLs at bedside, automatically complete portions of the MDS, and optimize RUG scoring to maximize reimbursements. Organizations using PointClickCare EHR Advantage™ can also automate the pre-admissions process using Marketing/Intake Management to increase occupancy with the most profitable case mix.

Optimize Care Delivery: PointClickCare EHR Advantage™ reduces administrative tasks, returning clinical staff to care delivery activities. Relevant clinical information is available to all appropriate internal stakeholders, but also to external professionals including physicians and pharmacists. Clinical modules integrate with other components of the EHR platform, as well as external pharmacy systems to protect resident safety.

Centralize Process and Compliance: PointClickCare EHR Advantage™ allows multi-facility providers to centrally implement and control processes to reduce risk. Even the largest long-term care organizations can enforce corporate policy, using flexible configuration and reporting capabilities.

www.pointclickcare.com
Why PointClickCare?

PointClickCare removes the complexity of EHR, providing our customers with a proven formula for success that includes the flexibility, ease-of-use, and industry-leading technology your business can rely on. As the fastest growing EHR platform more than 5,000 long-term care facilities use to efficiently manage and automate their complex clinical and billing operations, why would you trust your business to anyone else?

PointClickCare delivers solutions specifically designed to meet the dynamic needs of the provider. In addition to PointClickCare EHR Advantage™, the PointClickCare Essentials™ package and the PointClickCare EHR™ package offer alternatives in functionality and business value. Please contact PointClickCare to determine the appropriate package for your organization.

For more information, please contact us at:

1.800.277.5889
sales@pointclickcare.com
www.pointclickcare.com